
Chapter I – A New Destination 

Jonas Rodrigues could see through the bus window the rugged Afghan mountains. It 

was the beginning of winter and they were getting covered in ice in some pieces.     

It wasn’t a look of admiration, it was the look of someone who left something behind. 

Interestingly, he felt that the landscape went beyond the glass window and was reflected directly 

in his heart. It was not just the mountains that were getting colder. 

He was born in Brazil, and in only a week he would be twenty– nine years old. His eyes 

and his hair was dark brown, but his hair looked even darker than his eyes. He had a single one 

distinguishing mark on his face: a scar of about two centimeters at the top of his chin. Although 

he was physically strong and healthy, at that moment his face carried a dejected countenance. 

Many doubts were surrounding his thoughts. He was pleased to travel alone without 

anyone he knew around that could question him if he had made the right decision. 

The bus was about at a speed of fifty kilometers per hour, jumping each time it passed 

over a stone. It was far from being a fancy bus. It was tough, yes, even with a few damaged 

pieces. The seats were hard and uncomfortable and the pillows that were quilting it and nothing 

were almost the same thing. The backrests barely reached the heads of the passengers, so it was 

difficult for anyone to get to sleep. Difficult, but not impossible, and the proof of this was the 

man with turban in front of him. Supported his head on the glass of the window, he took his 

wobbling nap, waking from time to time, but back to sleep almost obstinately. On the bus it 

could fit about forty seats, but some seats remained empty since they left the station. 

The next jolt caused, by a quick oversight, the falling of Jonas’ backpack on the floor. 

– Great – he grumbled. 

Before his hands could touch the bag, one man, with pink skin and eyes as blue as a 

turquoise, already had taken the floor and now restituted to its owner. 

– I hope that nothing has got broken – said the gray– haired traveler whose English was 

marked by an accent of Eastern Europe. 

– I think everything is okay – said Jonas – thank you. 

The young Brazilian returned to his distant thoughts. He stuck his right hand in the 

pocket of his brown leather jacket and pulled out a photograph. It was the portrait of a smiling 

group. Jonas looked at the faces of each and closed his eyes for a moment. He thought of those 

happy people, the things that a simple picture couldn’t play. Then he opened his eyes again and 

returned the picture to the same pocket. 

Jonas and Mr blue eyes weren't the only foreign passengers. Two banks ahead, on the 

left side, a lady with slightly skin and light brown hair, armed as in some kind of coke, with 

some gray wires showing, looked passively to the window. She was a little chubby, but she was 



not overweight. Maybe it was just an impression, because he was wearing a knit sweater under a 

wool vest, which probably made her look bigger than she really was. Appeared to be quite 

serene. The almost 60 years of life experience gave to Christie Baldwing an enviable wisdom 

that she made a point of not keeping to herself. Her caramel– colored eyes have suffered the 

effects of early cataracts. However the passage of years had an effect inversely proportional in 

the eyes of her soul. That lady could see life and their inevitable events with a sharpness that 

younger people usually didn't have.  

Her wrinkled hands rested on a leather purse. Interestingly, the strap of her purse wasn't 

hanging over her shoulders as women usually do, but crossed her torso as in adventure serials 

that she used to enjoy watching in her youth. 

Around her, in the seats that were crossing the hall, there were a couple of young 

people. Both were well tensed and his wife tried to hide the fact that her hands were shaking, 

placing them within the side pockets of her jacket. He stuck the thumb and forefinger of his 

right hand under his glasses to put pressure on his eyes, seeking some relief from the headache 

that he was having, pure reflection of his nervousness. 

She withdrew her hands inside of her coat and when she tried to button more the green 

shirt she was wearing underneath she realized that it had lost a button. She was so distressed 

that she couldn't find it under the seat, if she had lost that way. Closed the coat up to her neck, 

crossed her legs and rubbed her hands on her jeans, before putting them on the knees.  

Noticing that her hands raged together on the leg that supported them, the boy stretched 

out his arm and held it.  

– It's going to be okay – he said, trying to disguise his own insecurity. 

– That’s what I hope. 

She was a beautiful girl with long red hair, a red tone alive that would draw attention if 

it wasn't for the white veil that covered it. The traces of her face were thin and her blue eyes 

were as attractive as sad. Her rosy lips and gently contrasted with the fleshy skin white of her 

face. Her face could be of a doll, however she was flesh and blood, with all the pros and cons 

that that would entail.  

He was not much older. He was wearing a pair of glasses to correct his nearsightedness. 

It wasn't thin not fat and, despite having made it grow a little belly – almost unnoticeable under 

the green parka he was wearing –  he has good physical endurance. His biggest enemy was the 

nervousness. When he did something bold would take a long time to be able to relax. His 

shoulders were stiff and his eyes ached. His height was only 1,65 m, but as the young woman on 

his side also was short, they were a cute couple. 

He was wearing boots whose pipe was not very long, but each boot had a compartment 

inside to keep a small utensil, and she was wearing consort red sneakers which matched her red 

hair in a quite interesting way.  



But, after all, why those people were there? It had already been seven years since the 

first NATO bombings began. The evacuation of foreigners happened a long time ago. If it was 

an attempt to escape the conflict, it would be illogical to wait so long for this.  

Each one had a reason to be in that country and others to get on that bus. For sure, there 

isn’t the vacation’s dream of most people. Maybe Cancun, maybe Orlando, Rio de Janeiro, 

Bariloche, or Paris. Cities such as these lead people from around the world to invest their 

savings of months or years in tickets and accommodation. But not Kabul or Jalalabad. 

Definitely the sound of bombs is not a heathy attraction as the fireworks in Copacabana during 

the New Year. Even the arid mountains are not safe as the roller coasters from Walt Disney 

World.  

The most basic assumption of a trip is the desire to leave a place and arrive in another. 

Something necessarily will be left behind and a destination, be sure or unsure, expected or 

unexpected, will be achieved. However, not always the arrival point is the same one we want at 

the time of departure. Many times an incident along the way can lead to a new route, which will 

lead in turn to a new destination. And that was precisely what happened. 

Boom! A massive explosion meters ahead surprised the passengers and filled the road 

with a cloud of gray smoke. The glass trembled with the impact and everyone got scared.  

In a desperate attempt to divert the crater that opened up in the middle of the road, the 

driver stepped on the brake pedal and turned the steering wheel quickly to the right side. The 

suitcases fell off the shelves. Some people tried to get up to see what was happening, but the 

movement of the vehicle threw them violently back to your seats.  

The driver lost control. First, the right front wheel went off the road and then the vehicle 

fell out, falling off a cliff. The bus turned upside down, diagonally. Many people fell on of the 

others as they were hurled into the top of the bus. Women were screaming. The glass shattered 

cutting some people and the sand came in through the windows. There was no way to react.  

Finally, the vehicle arrived at the flat of the ground after being dragged about 10 meters 

down the slope and stopped horizontally. The passengers were now piled up on the side of the 

bus, over each other.  

There was blood on the windows and some people – those who were conscious – began 

to show some reaction. The movements were weakened. It wasn’t possible to say if anyone was 

killed. Gradually, those who stayed on the top of the bus began to stand up and help those who 

were below. It was hard to get around in a bus which was lying down.  

The young redhead opened her eyes and realized that she was between the boy who sat 

beside her and the lady who carried the leather purse.  

– Are you okay, darling? – the lady asked.  

– Yes, and you?  



– I'm – the bodies of both of them had cushioned her fall – but help me to get up, 

please… 

The girl pushed her gently to she get out of above her to she could stand on her feet.  

– Thank you. 

Then, she turned to see what was his condition. His glasses were broken and his head 

was filled with sand. There was a little blood, but his scratches seemed to be miraculously 

superficial.  

– Jeremy, wake up – she spoke while was shaking him –, wake up! 

The boy coughed.  

– Are you feeling anything broken in your body? – asked the young girl. 

He turned and looked at her. He managed to make a few short movements with his arms 

and legs. 

– I'm fine, and you? 

– I’m just a little dizzy, but nothing serious.  

– Good. 

– I'll see if the others need my help. 

– All right. I catch you up later.  

While she was trying to help the other passengers, she realized that an elderly Afghan 

stood up, holding his right arm. His face was shrinking from pain. 

Approaching him, she tried to ask how he felt, but he was so disoriented and terrified 

that began to tell a series of confusing phrases, meaningless sentences even for someone who 

knew all the dialects that were spoken in the country. She touched, so, his arm. He tried to hold 

back a groan, but failed.  

The young girl picked up a shirt from inside the bag that was next to him and, assuming 

he owned it, ripped it without even asking if she could. The sense of urgency spoke louder.  

Jeremy approached. 

– Do you need help? 

– Give me two pieces of wood to immobilize his arm! 

The shelves that guarded the suitcases on the seats were made of wooden slats of poor 

quality and with the accident some of them had cracked. Pulling with a force a piece that was 

broken, Jeremy was able to quickly get the first piece that Faye had asked. The second was not 

so easy, but after a few strokes with the palms of his hands, he got it. 

– Here are the pieces. 

Skillfully she supported the small woods along the arm of the man and she involved it 

with the shirt that she ripped. She caught another shirt in the same bag, she ripped it in half and 

joined the ends of it in a knot. It was ready the sling. 



Jeremy let her finish the care and he started to look for a way out. The side that was the 

door was down and, therefore, there was no way to open it. He went to the front and he found 

the driver unconscious. 

A strange movement caught his attention outside. He approached of the windshield for a 

better view, but his myopia only allowed him to distinguish a gray blur coming quickly toward 

for a trail next to the road, followed by a huge cloud of sand.  

He tried to compress the eyelids in an attempt to see what that picture represented. In 

addition to the first blur, now it was coming out from the cloud of sand another gray blur, bigger 

than the last one.  

They approached quickly.  

He could realize that it was a jeep and a truck, but it wasn’t possible yet to discern the 

men who were driving.  

The redhead also realized the movement outside: 

– Is a Red Cross’ truck. – she screamed. – We're safe! 

Suddenly, the vision got clear, or at least good enough to Jeremy says to himself: 

– Oh, no… 

In the jeep had, besides the driver, four bearded men in black turbans, wearing tunics 

and baggy pants, both dark, armed with AK– 47 rifles. They were the Taliban and it was 

missing a few meters to them arrive at the accident scene. 

Jeremy ran towards to the girl and pulled her by the hand. 

– We gotta get out of here! 

– Why? 

– The truck is of the Red Cross, but it was stolen!  

– It can't be! 

– Believe it! 

Using more bits of wood from the bus, he hit desperately three times against the 

window panes that were up. The shrapnel fell on their heads and they were trying to protect 

themselves to don't get hurt. It looked broken enough. Then he stretched his arms down and 

intertwined his fingers, leaving your palms up. 

– Put your foot here! 

– I can't do it! 

– We don't have time! Do what I am saying! 

It was too late. The Taliban stopped the jeep and they went down with guns blazing.  

Seeing that there was no escape, Jeremy attempted a "plan B": 

– Get down and hide, fast!  



The two layed down and they tried to blend in to the wounded Afghans who had not yet 

gotten up. He noticed some luggage had fallen nearby and pulled to cover the face of his 

companion.  

Christie and Mr. Turquoise Eyes also lowered in a corner and they looked astonished 

for the scary men approaching. The other passengers had the same reaction. 

Two of them took sledgehammers in the bottom of the jeep and they started striking the 

windshield insistently, until it was all destroyed.  

The redhead was trying to contain her accelerated breathing.  

While the same men returned the mallets to the car, the other two entered the bus 

pointing their rifles to the passengers. They were cautious and they were looking at the people 

with wide– eyed. They seemed to be looking for specific people.  

There was no wind and the tension was such that the time seemed to be stopped. 

Everyone was hiding the way they could, fearing what was behind that bombing. 

Desperate, a woman in a burqa stood up and began to cry for mercy, but she got quiet 

for one of them with a violent punch in her face.  

Christie's lips were moving in a silent prayer, but even trying not to call attention, one 

of the men noticed her and stopped in front of her. 

– I think I found one! – one man shouted in pashtun, a Afghanistan dialect, for the 

partner. 

The other man came back and looked at them. 

– She serves? – asked the first man. 

– Take her to the truck. And take the old man near her too! 

So the one who was closer shouted some words that the two elderly literally could not 

understand what it meant, but they knew what that nervous command represented. They had 

been chosen. 

They had to get up and they were taken out of the bus by a taliban rebel that not for a 

minute stopped to point his gun at the two. When they arrived at the side of the jeep, another 

bearded man tied their hands and tried to take her purse she carried.  

– No, not that! Please! Let me take it with me! – begged the lady. 

The man grabbed the bag and looked inside, without showing any emotion. 

– Please... – she insisted, pleading with the fingers intertwined. 

– What's in it, Wahid? – asked the driver. 

– Nothing dangerous, just papers and some medicines – replied the kidnapper. 

– So give this shit back or shoot her! But make her shut up! And take the bag of old 

man! 

He decided to accept the request of the lady and he gave the purse back, however he put 

the elderly’s bag on his back. He felt it was heavy, but he decided it would check its contents 



later. Then he inspected the people, looking for weapons, cell phones and documents. Found a 

cell phone in the pockets of each of them and threw them in the back of the Jeep. Confiscated 

their wallets and put hoods on their heads, before leading them into the truck. 

Inside the bus, the other taliban continued his search. He was watching carefully the 

passengers, looking for the type of person for what his group intended to do. There had to be 

someone else to serve. That whole operation could not have been performed to capture just two 

old men, he thought. 

The man approached where Jeremy and Redhead were. She tried to hold her breath to 

not call attention, but she could not prevent the person whom she was lying over woke up 

suddenly. With the passenger’s movement who was under her, the baggage that hid her face 

rolled to the side, revealing her. 

The man looked carefully for the young girl while was pointing his gun at her. His dark 

and angry eyes contrasted with the frightened blue eyes of hers. He knew she was serving and 

he signed with the rifle to show that she should get out of the bus. His finger remained all the 

time on the trigger and the girl tried to move slowly to prevent him from shooting.  

– Dammit! – Jeremy thought, watching the entire scene through the crack in one of the 

seats. 

He expected that she walked out of the sight of her torturer to turn himself in. Then he 

removed the suitcase that rested on him and stood with his arms raised, in order to he be taken 

also.  

The taliban rebel shouted some words in pashtun to him and followed by far their steps 

to the truck, standing in the same place, only targeting him with his gun. 

Jeremy left the bus.  

The man didn't realize it yet, but the brazilian young boy was lying only a bench in front 

of him. When he turned to find more people, Jonas surprised him with a strong kick in his face, 

making him rotate. The boot for itself already hurt, but the strength that he put in the kick left 

the man completely stunned to the point of the gun hit the ground. Leveraging your cunning 

plan of pretending to be passed out ran successfully, he rose to dominate the enemy. He 

wrapped his neck with his left arm and with the right pushed his head forward, trying to 

suffocate him with a "choke". The taliban struggled and could stretch the arm to reach for the 

gun, but Jonas didn't allow.  

However, before he blacked out, one of his accomplices ran into the bus and struck 

Jonas with an unexpected blow in his neck, causing him to fall unconscious on the floor.  

Breathing hatred and revenge, the man who had been dominated by him took his rifle 

and pointed it at the head of Jonas, however the other man stopped him from shooting, holding 

the barrel of the gun and turning quickly to the side. 

– No! Let's take him too. 


